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7 Parkway, Melton West, Vic 3337

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 648 m2 Type: House
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$695,000

This grand 4-bedroom plus study home is nestled within the highly sought-after Westlake Estate, offering a lifestyle of

elegance and convenience. As you step inside, you'll immediately sense the exquisite design, impeccable style, and

meticulous attention to detail that define this stunning two-storey residence.Each of the spacious bedrooms features a

walk-in robe, ensuring ample storage space for all your belongings. The master bedroom is a sanctuary in itself, complete

with a beautiful ensuite featuring a double vanity, spa bath, and shower. Prepare to indulge in pure relaxation and

rejuvenation.,Downstairs, the open-plan layout creates a seamless flow throughout the home. Four distinct living areas

provide versatility for various activities, whether it's curling up with a book, entertaining guests, or enjoying quality time

with family. The chef's kitchen is a culinary haven, equipped with top-of-the-line appliances and designed to inspire your

culinary creations. Additionally, a dedicated study offers a quiet space for work or personal projects.The magic continues

outdoors, where an amazing private outdoor area awaits. Surrounded by lovely leafy gardens, this tranquil space infuses a

sense of serenity, providing the perfect backdrop for outdoor entertaining or simply unwinding after a long day. Whether

you're hosting gatherings or seeking solace, this enchanting oasis caters to all your needs.The allure of this magnificent

home extends beyond its interior. A stunning facade greets you upon arrival, leaving a lasting impression on both

residents and visitors alike. The double garage, with internal access, offers convenience and security for your

vehicles.Embrace the opportunity to live your dream lifestyle, as this exceptional property is ideally located just a short

stroll away from a trout-stocked lake and grassy picnic areas. Immerse yourself in the natural beauty and tranquility of

the surroundings, creating memories that will last a lifetime.In summary, this property offers an unparalleled combination

of elegance, style, and location. From the grandeur of its 4 bedrooms plus study to the seamless indoor-outdoor living

spaces, this home is designed to turn your dreams into reality. Don't miss your chance to experience the epitome of living

in Westlake Estate.Call Shubham Rana on 0424 070 420 to book your private inspection!!DISCLAIMER: Every

precaution has been taken to establish the accuracy of the above information but it does not constitute any

representation by the vendor/ agent and agency.


